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ABSTRACT 

The Origffl, Spectral Interpretation, Resource Identification, and Security-Regolith Explorer 
(OSIRIS-REx; or OREx) spaceaaft arrived at its target, near-Earth asteroid (101955) Bennu, on 
December 3, 2018. The OSIRIS-REx spacecraft has since collected a wealth ol scientific 
informatioo i1 order IO select a suitable site for sampling. Shordy alter insertion .-,to orbit oo 
December 31, 2018, partcles were identified in starfield images taken by the navigalion cameta 
(NavCam 1). Several groups withil the OSlRl&H Ex team analyzed lhe particle data in an effort to 
better understand lhis newfound adivity of Bennu and to Wlvestigate the potential sensitivity of the 
p.articles to Bemu's geophysical parameters. 
A number of particles were identified through automatic and manuaJ melhods i1 multiple images, 
which coukt be turned into short sequences of optic.al uacking observations. Here, we discuss the 
precisial orb~ delerminalion (00) effort focused on these particles at NASA GSFC, which Involved 
members of the Independent Navigat ion Team (INT) in particular. 1he particle data are combined 
with other OSIRIS-REx tracking dala (radiomeu ic from OSN and op6cal landmark data) using the 
NASA GSFC GEODYN Of bit determination and geodelic pa,ameler estimation software. 
We presenl the results of our study, particularly those pertainr.Q to the gravity field of Bemu. We 
descnbe the fOfce modeling improvements made 10 GEOOYN specifically for this work, e.g ., with a 
raytmciog--based modeling of solar radiation pressu,e. lhe short-lived, low-flying moonlets enable 
us IO determine a gravrty field model up to a relalively h~ degree and Ofdef: at least d egree 6 
without constraints, and up 10 degree 10 when applying Kaula-ltke regularization. We can backward
and forward...-i1egrate the tra}eetory of lhese particles 10 the ejection and landing sites on Bennu. We 
assess lhe recovered field by its impact on the OSIRIS-REx trajectory reconstruction and prediction 
quality in the various mission phases (e.g., Orbital A, Detailed Survey, and Orbital B). 

D ATA 

Orbrtal A µan. 1. 2019 to Feb. 28, 20191 
· 33202 Doppler and 10848 Range 
- 167512 landmark observalions 

Orbital B (J un. 28, 2019 to Aug. 5, 2019] 
· 24501 Doppler and 5508 Range 
- 73666 landmark observations 
- 186003 image constraints 

The identification of particles from the NavCam images is a complex process detailed in Limns el a l. 
(2019). OREx team members validated the 'tracklets' (sholl series ol non-slar idenlifications 
appearing consisten1 between NavCam images). 

References: Lauretta et al. (2019), OSIRIS-REx OiSCOVefY ol Particle Ejection llom Active Asteroid 
(101955) Bennu, Science, doi:10.11 261science.aay3544 ; liounis et al. (2019), Autonomous 
Detedion of Particles and Tracks in Optical Images, submitted, £SS, arXiv 1911 .04449 

MODELING 

We used the GEODYN orb il determination and geodetic pa,ameler estimation software ,:teveloped 
and maintailed at NASA GSFC. II has been used over decades for a wide variety of geodetic srudies 
a1 Earth, the Moon, Mars. Mercury, Ceres, and asteroids (e.g., Eros). The state-of -the-an force and 
measuremenl modeling enables the integration of the spacecraft lra;ect.Ofy and estimation based on 
a wide variety o f measurement types. Typical tracking observations are radiometric Dc,ppler and 
Range lrom NASA Deep Space NelWOrk (DSN) ground stations, but gr.Jen the weak grai.ity field ol 
Bennu, they are supplemented by op(ica.l measurements de1ived from NavCam images. 

For the OSIRIS-REX mission, additional measuremenl types were developed and improved The 
altimetric ranges from the OSIRIS-REx Laser A ltimeter (OLA) can be used as •direct attimetry" by 
comparison to a pre-defined shape model, or as ditterenced measurements ol co. register~ profiles 
Of scans. 

GEODYN also has a 'multi-satellite' capability, where multiple bodies can be considered. =o 
The co-eslimation of OSIRIS-REx and the moonlets allows the consistenl oompLJtation oi -
partial derivatives for the Bennu geophysical parameters, such as gravity. The inage : 

:d::v~r=:= ::t=~,edlh: p:
1
~~:ie~:;e~l=~l:;s:~~;:rt~=~r~,m;~: ~ 

particles are 1.11known, and ii is desirable to minimize the number of empirical parameters - - • -

used to fit the optical. dala. . The .solar radiation. pressure (SAP. ). model.ing was substantially ()::; 
improved, with raytracing againsl the Bemu shape (mesh with -800k triangles) rather than "" 
a simple spherical umbrafpenumbra model (Fig. 2). The Sun is discretized imo 100 sources '.: 
10 accounl lor its size and lor limb darkening. With these changes, we can successfully ft 
orbits for a large numbe1 of particles 1Nith only a SRP scale factor (a proxy lor lhe albedo ;.. 
and area-to-mass ratJO), 1n addit10n to the inil1al state (no empuicals o r slOChastics). -

F,g. 2. omere-nces in s.otar nux 
inci:1erJ1on.capattiCJe(~ruNSOO). 

ORBIT FITS 

The initial analysis ol lhe particle observations involved -manual· littl1g of indivldual shon 
observalion spans ('tracklels) with GEODYN. We also leveraged the work by JPL. UoA, rnd KinetX 
which related some ol the small tracklets in longer segments, and added to lhese linkages. The 
trajeCt01ies estimated over these inillal shon tlme periods were backward- and forward-integrated to 
identity potential earlier and laler sightings of the same particle in the tracklet database. This was 
done both by computing orb it diffe rences and by finding observations near the palh of the converged 
particle in the OREx frame (Fig. 3). This helped s1reng1hen the o rbit dete rmination (Fig. 4) and 
lengthened the period of observation lor key particles which increased their Ofbit's sensitivity to 
Bemu's higher-deg1ee gravity field (f ig. 5). Other particles were on balislic tra;ectories and re
impacted Bennu about half an o rbit after ejection (Fig. 6). 
late r, we used an Extended Kalman Filta lo obtain initial stal e eSOffiates for each tracklet (Liounis 

et al., 2019). Although non-spherical g ravity and noo-ooily solar radiation scale factors were not 
considered, lhis typicalty proved beneficial to the s1ability and convergence ol the higher-fidelity 

batclled leasl-squaresOD process. -~ •

8 Fig. 7 show_s the particles eslimated during : , , , • # • • · 'r 
the OrbA mission phase. 'Mlile OREx flew : • • , I(: ; ~ ~.:. • . . . , ·., 
at < 1-km radius in Orb B, many ol these : ~ \' I 1 • • • 
pa rtic les flew at a l1i tudes <:200 m for .., f t 1 ~ • ·". 
extended periods, some making close ., ., • .. 
approaches within 10-20m ol the surlace. .. .. • - 17..':-,.':' .. ',-:.:' - .. • ·• • -=.....,::....::. ..., ,. 

These particles also have varied o rbit 
inclinations (Tab. 1) and provide valuable, 
complementary info rmation lo OREx's pola1 
orbils. 

rig.. J. Ex.Ml{Jle or lil'»:l.:agcHJnai'lg Dy prop3g3tng a r.ca,«ro,y con1119f9i'O 
wirll a li""-N trGc.lO'E'ts. ni-;, f)3'ticJe OOx'!V.::itioffs lltf comp.::iretJ to msr 
lr:ljedo(y .n RAIDEC S(XJCe (RA not SIJOwn rrere) TO iaentil'y p.Aenli3J 
wersigntiilg«tl'le same p3ffiae (e.g .. 8-9-17- t8- l 9-22) . 
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GRAVITY SOLUTIONS 

In addition lo lhe benefJts of particle orbits lo understand Bem u 
as an active as1eroid (Laurena et al., 2019), their low altilude 
makes them wen-suited to provide g ravity information no1 
available to the OSIRIS-REx spaceaaft in ils higher..altitude .,,, 
orbils. 

After convergr.g lhe orbits of individual moonlets from the -,,;, 
OREx NavCarn observat ions, we crealed a single data arc 
containing the OOEx spaceaah and a ll moonle1s. The arc was 
,econverged and partial derivat ives were computed for !he 
dynamical and geometric parame1ers. Several inversions were 
performed to assess the strength and robusmess of the solution. 

We find that the gravity inversion does not require "' 
regularization ('Kaula') up to degree :£, indicating good spatial 
coverage (Flg .5). A 6x6 solution was used by lhe GSFC IV&V 
learn during OrbB operations and was loood to perform better in -
prediction performance rhan the previous gravtfy-flom-shape 
(i.e., constant density) field. 

Adding a consua int and makilg use of lhe Variance 
Component Estimation procedure 10 find optimal weights 
berween lhe various datasets, we obtain lhe 10x10 g ravity fiekl 
solution shown in Fig. 8 . The computed field degree st1ength is 
?::.7 and up to 10 in timiled regions. The errors predicted from the 
resulting covariance can be mapped to support lor ins tance 
studies of density variations. 

I OR&QM.~ 

Fq. a, ~gravil'ytJe,1(1, c1egIN> 
streog!ll • .::ind anomaly error tor tile 
,c,x109mt'ilylfekJsoM.OO. 
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